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Prior to the onset of COVID-19, the U.S. offi ce sector was 
enjoying slow but steady growth. Offi ce users fueled con-
secutive years of positive office space absorption from 
2010 through 2019, and effective rent growth averaged 2.6 
percent annually over roughly the same period.1,2 While it 

remains too soon to determine the long-term impacts of the 
COVID-19 pandemic on the offi ce sector, it’s clear that the sit-
uation has challenged the sector like never before, and offi ce 
users are reassessing how they use space and how much of it 
they will need in the future. 
Amid the uncertainty, CIM believes that strong investment 
opportunities may soon present themselves to experienced, 
well-capitalized offi ce investors. Sluggish population and 
job growth in major cities, like San Francisco and New York, 
may support timely offi ce investments in smaller markets, 
and anticipated distress may create rare buying opportu-
nities in certain primary markets. Additionally, specialized 
niches, such as life sciences real estate, may provide attrac-
tive opportunities.

Offi ce Sector Landscape
Leading up to the pandemic, new technologies enabling 

remote work were beginning to eat away at office demand. 

Oversupply and a growing preference for city locations over 

suburbia exacerbated the situation. At the same time, compa-

nies began reducing the amount of offi ce square footage allot-
ted to individual employees. CIM expects the pandemic-driven 

downturn to put further pressure on conventional offi ce proper-
ties. Notable concerns include the following:

» Leverage — Offi ce assets with near-term loan maturities will 
need to resolve varying degrees of refinancing risk. Office 

owners that have maturing loans could face distress amid a 

lack of liquidity in the debt markets.

» Co-working — Co-working companies lease signifi cant offi ce 
space and re-lease it to businesses that need fl exibility. But a 
general slowdown in leasing has adversely affected the compa-

nies and could have a negative impact on national occupancy.

» Demand Reduction — CIM has observed that a shift to work-

from-home (WFH) practices, combined with job losses and 

rising unemployment due to COVID-19, is suppressing offi ce 
demand in many markets across the country.

» Increased Supply — As a result of COVID-19 and economic 

uncertainty, the amount of sublease space available in the U.S. 

in the third quarter of 2020 grew to 124 million square feet, an 
amount that exceeded the previous record set following the 

bursting of the dot-com bubble.3 Combined with vacant blocks 

of new supply, that increase was expected to push the national 

vacancy rate to as high as 18 percent by the end of the year.4

Finding Opportunity
Considering these factors, CIM expects offi ce investments in 
non-gateway markets, such as Austin, Denver, Phoenix, Nash-

ville, Atlanta and Charlotte, to outperform those in many primary 

markets over the next three to fi ve years. The relative low cost 
of living in these cities, access to quality education, low crime 
rates5 and appealing climates were driving growth well before 

the pandemic hit, and migration into the markets is expected 

to accelerate. Rental rate growth in many small markets has 

outpaced the national average over the past few years: Over 

the 12 months ended Sept. 30, asking rents increased nearly 8.0 
percent in Austin and Charlotte, 6.5 percent in Phoenix, and 4.2 
percent in Atlanta.6

Amid COVID-19 and the WFH experiment, organizations have 

begun to consider distributing workers across geographies ver-

sus housing the majority of employees in high-rise offi ce build-
ings located in dense and expensive urban markets.7 Low-rise, 

loft and campus-oriented buildings with abundant affordable 

parking have become increasingly appealing to a new wave 

of tenants. 

Staying Power
The anticipated migration into select non-gateway cities may 
continue a trend that has been ongoing for several years.8

In the long run, however, CIM expects that cities will remain 

important and appealing centers of living, working and culture. 

CIM has observed that for roughly two decades, young adults 
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Staying Power
The anticipated migration into select non-gateway cities may 

and empty nesters who desired to live within walking distance 

of attractions helped drive revitalization in downtowns and 

other urban areas across the country. It took a global health cri-

sis to thwart the momentum. 

With vaccines and revised cleaning and security measures in place, 

CIM believes the general public eventually will return to high-rise 

buildings, mass transit, shared spaces and urban living. WFH also 

has long-term limitations. Some workers have reported struggling 

with distractions and feelings of isolation. Additionally, a virtu-

al-only environment may cause signifi cant challenges for new hires 
— especially recent college graduates — striving to adapt to their 

new roles and company culture. 

Real asset investors must exercise caution and discipline when 

considering buying opportunities in the near term. Given the high 

valuations ascribed to centrally located assets prior to COVID-19, it 

may be challenging to fi nd attractive traditional offi ce investments 
in these larger, gateway markets. Additional economic stress could 

put further strain on tenants in the short run, which in turn could 

make it more diffi cult for landlords to maintain occupancy and cash 
fl ow. Eventually that could lead to distressed sales or recapital-
ization opportunities, especially for properties that are over-lever-

aged, face near-term lease rollover or lack leasing demand.

Assets with heavy co-working lease exposure present another 

potential opportunity. These properties may require significant 
capital investment if co-working operators substantially downsize 

or go out of business. 

Conclusion
As tenants reevaluate their physical footprints and the potential 

permanent integration of WFH policies, these companies may 

place a heavy emphasis on employee safety and quality-of-life 
matters when deciding whether to expand, contract or relocate 

over the next three to fi ve years. CIM believes that low cost of 
living and low taxes will increase demand for assets in growth-

oriented, non-gateway markets. At the same time, CIM believes 

that experienced real asset investors may be able to position 

themselves for an eventual rebound in major gateway markets by 

taking advantage of buying opportunities caused by distress or 

other disruptions, such as an overhang of vacant co-working space.

CIM also believes that life sciences real estate could continue to 

be a strong performer over the near and medium terms. Solid 

fundamentals and a supply and demand imbalance may create 

opportunities for new development and the conversion of exist-

ing offi ces into labs in major life sciences hubs.

5G

CIM is a community-focused real estate and infrastructure owner, 

operator, lender and developer. Since 1994, CIM has sought to create 

value in projects and positively impact the lives of people in communities 

across the Americas by delivering more than $60 billion of essential 

real estate and infrastructure projects. CIM’s diverse team of experts 

applies its broad knowledge and disciplined approach through hands-on 

management of real assets from due diligence to operations through 

disposition. CIM strives to make a meaningful diff erence in the world by 
executing key environmental, social and governance (ESG) initiatives and 

enhancing each community in which it invests.
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This article was excerpted from the recent CIM Group 

Market Insight on the offi  ce sector. Read the full article and 
fi nd additional research at cimgroup.com/insights.

U.S. offi  ce investors

Life Sciences Sector
One of the immediate opportunities in major markets — and 
in select smaller markets — can be found in the life sciences 
sector. Properties containing lab and research space, generally 
considered an offi ce asset niche, consistently reported less 
vacancy and better rent growth than traditional offi ces in the 
cycle leading up to the pandemic.9 For the past three years, 
the assets have commanded lower capitalization rates than 
conventional offi ce properties by as much as 150 basis points. 

CIM anticipates that life sciences assets will continue to pro-
vide investors growth over the coming years for several rea-
sons. The national life sciences market is still in the early 
stages of growth: Some 180 million square feet of existing 
inventory represents only 4 percent of total offi ce inventory in 
the U.S.10

The aging Baby Boomer population was fueling investment in 
new medical tests, therapies and vaccines prior to COVID-19, 
and the virus has hastened the need for research to confront 
future medical challenges, big and small.11 What’s more, the 
dearth of fully built-out lab space discourages relocations. Life 
sciences inventory increased about 8 percent in 2019 over 
2018, while rental rates grew roughly 6 percent and vacancy 
remained flat. Those reasons help justify a higher amount 
of capital needed to develop the specialized assets, which 
require generous ceiling heights of 15 feet or more to allow 
for ductwork, water lines and other critical infrastructure.12
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